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PART II

ere is a more illustrative diagram of the work that
forensic engineers like myself are involved with on o

daily basis. It illustrates several aspects of engineering:
thermo, wind loading on a building, construction to
exclude air infiltration.

This is a cut-away section of a house located on the bay in
Corpus Christi TX. It was the subject of a mold-related
lawsuit. A warm, humid breeze constantly blows.

The house has an AC system that is designed to handle
3 air changes per day; the house experiences 13. This
equates to about 750,000 cu ft of extra hot humid air
infiltrating into the house every day. The problem is that
warm air blowing against the house creates pressurize area
around the porch (wind loading). This pressure is relieved
through a continuous soffit vent that creates a pressurized
condition in the attic (architectural design goof). Air blows
down into the habitable space through walls, ceiling
penetrations, and separations in the construction (air
infiltration problem). This overloads the HVAC system
with unconditioned air, so it cannot accommodate the
latent heat load (thermodynamic problem). The hot humid
air hits the cool surfaces of the house and condenses out

water that feeds the mold (thermodynamic and biological
problem).  Clearly this is a comprehensive problem that
was ignored in the design of this house. Unfortunately for
the Architect and the owners of the house, Mother Nature
doesn't care and CAN put all the pieces together to create a
nightmare of a cooling problem.
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